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There are many different theories regarding how the Enochian system of a constructed
language came to be. It's said that one night Kelley caught a fox talking to an owl and was
able to make out the language of the fox and the owl was able to read the symbols Kelley
created for its language. The symbols Kelley created for the language included the names of
Hebrew letters connected by Celtic knots and characters. The fox language was able to be
interpreted by arranging the letters in a circle - thus forming the phrase "Enoch, Binah, Kadash-
Illaah". The owl language was able to be interpreted by making a cross within the circle and
writing words along the intersecting lines. The Fox and Owl languages allowed Kelley to
produce the most concise language of the ancient world, which laid the foundation of modern
day Esperanto. There's another saying that is relevant to this story. It says that an angel
named Uriel once visited the two men and gave them the knowledge to create the Enochian
system. If this is true, Uriel was a very powerful angel. As shown by the Owl language and its
associated characters of the Tree of Life. The Nine Angels: Before you can interpret the
Enochian language, it is first necessary to know the names of the nine angels, and their
function within the Enochian system. The names of the nine angels are derived from the 9
angles of a cube. Each angel has one of the 9 points represented by the cube. There are other
names for the 9 angels such as the guardian angel, the bearer of the bower, keeper of the
secrets, and the messenger. The 9 angels have a very real impact on the Enochian system.
Not only are they the foundation of the language but they govern the all the angels below
them. In the Enochian system, each of the 9 angels has a specific function. In general, they are
the carriers of knowledge and the origins of the creative principle. Letters and the Planets:
Enochian is primarily a language used to communicate. Each of the letters on the Enochian
keyboard can be assigned a planet. This allows the Enochian language to be related to
astrology. The Enochian letter Y can be assigned to Neptune, which governs the flow of the
oceans and the passage of thought. Enochian letter M can be assigned to Saturn, which
controls the flow of space and time. Enochian letter X can be assigned to the Sun, which
governs the
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The name 'Enochian' is a form of 'Lughainian.' Lughainian is the term for the Lemurian
language, a language spoken in the second and first quarters of the globe. It was spoken by
Adam and Eve in the first Edenic heaven. It is believed that this language evolved from the
purest and most ancient forms of a Lucumian (superspecialized on independent energy) and
Mihor (supervised by God). The letters comprising the name 'Enochian' spell out Lugh's name,
Lughain, and the name of the first heaven in which Adam and Eve lived. This was the first
Edenic heaven, the first heaven of God, also known as heaven of Adam and Eve. The name
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Lughainian refers to Lugh, the one who created heaven and Earth in his image. Enochian can
also be pronounced as "Enlochian," "En-Lochian," "En-Lughainian," and "E-no-Kheenian." Table
of Enochian Name Form: a - represents the first letter of the first letter of each word. b -
represents the second letter of the first letter of each word. c - represents the third letter of
the first letter of each word. d - represents the fourth letter of the first letter of each word. e -
represents the fifth letter of the first letter of each word. f - represents the sixth letter of the
first letter of each word. g - represents the seventh letter of the first letter of each word. h -
represents the eighth letter of the first letter of each word. i - represents the ninth letter of the
first letter of each word. j - represents the tenth letter of the first letter of each word. k -
represents the eleventh letter of the first letter of each word. l - represents the twelfth letter of
the first letter of each word. m - represents the thirteenth letter of the first letter of each word.
n - represents the fourteenth letter of the first letter of each word. o - represents the fifteenth
letter of the first letter of each word. p - represents the sixteenth letter of the first letter of
each word. q - represents the seventeenth letter of the first letter of each word. r - represents
the eighteenth letter of the first letter of each word. 3a67dffeec
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Rowen alphabet consists of 48 letters. It is common to form words by using these letters.
Some of the most common Enochian words are: Bilabior, Binah, Boaz, Lot, Abaye, Bob,
Hosena, Cali, Babylon, Regulus, Desu, Barac, Chosan, Yabbo, Inkh, Sarai, Giora, Lilly, Lani, Bon,
Lidna, Sabrah, Formentu, Nun, Dant, Noshian, Rosch, Razil, Raz, Ros, Rosch, Roff, Rosi, Roth,
Zor, Zar, Zoa, Zop, Razpan, Razman, Roz, Roschiu, Roschau, Roschan, Rosqu, Rosag, Rosnim,
Rosnuv, Rosnan, Roslu, Rosru, Rozca, Robi, Robiou, Rosbea, Rosgea, Rosca, Roscea, Rozca,
Rosa, Rosau, Roschu, Roschau, Roschu, Rossil, Rowen, Rrun, Razniou, Rowe, Rozniou, Rowou,
Row-uu, Roweuu, Row-ru, Rowru, Row-nu, Row-nnu, Roweau, Roweauu, Roweno, Roweau, Roo,
Rowe, Row, Rou, Ro, Roe, Roweauu, Rowu, Rowo, Row, Roue, Rowe, Rooe, Rowo, Row, Roue,
Roou, Row, Roou, Rowo, Row, Rouo, Rowou, Rowouu, Rowuu, Roou, Rowou, Rouou, Rowouu,

What's New In?

An enigmatic language composed of a group of letters representing the name of God in a
symbolic manner. These letters (or sigils, as they are called in the Enochian tradition) are
arranged in a manner reminiscent of a modern language. In Enochian, each letter is composed
of a "base" (usually an "ancient" Latin letter, or other etymologically derived alphabet) and the
"suffix". The base serves as the "grammar" of the letter, while the suffix changes to reflect the
functions of the letter. It is used to create other words from the base letter, not just the base
letter itself. Each letter begins with the base and then follows the same set of suffixes, with
few exceptions. In addition, there are four special glyphs, called "signatures," that correspond
to the four "planes" of the four-dimensional universe, and which serve as keys to the other
glyphs. The "1-by-3" signature, or "eye of the pyramid", encloses the other glyphs, and is at
the top of each of the six folios, or lines, of the sigils. The names of the other three glyphs
("corners of the tables") are concealed inside an ancient Egyptian glyph. The third glyph is the
Tetragrammaton. The other two glyphs are not directly related to the Enochian system.
However, they are associated with it and have a special name in Enochian magic, magickal or
occult language. In the Enochian tradition, the language has been preserved and developed,
and is (or was) used as a language by the angelic beings known as the Nazgul ("Wizards") in
the 1st Century. The Nazgul communicated with their angelic descendants the Ophanim
("Serpents") who worked with them, and the Ophanim communicated with their descendants
the Nephilim ("Sons of God") who worked with them. Their progeny, the Sidhe ("Fairies")
continued using the language for communicating between the different kingdoms of the earth.
Despite the effectiveness of the language, the language was only understood by a few people
through the ages. Doctor John Dee, while ruling the Jewish Land, made the language public by
writing a book on it called "Barloryke". Many have written, performed and used "Barloryke" in
their ritual magick. Since the languages used by angels have been
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